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Abstract.
Over the last decades, radio detection of air showers has been established as a detection
technique for ultra-high-energy cosmic-rays impinging on the Earth’s atmosphere with energies far beyond
LHC energies. Todays second-generation of digital radio-detection experiments, as e.g. AERA or LOFAR,
are becoming competitive in comparison to already standard techniques e.g. fluorescence light detection.
Thanks to a detailed understanding of the physics of the radio emission in extensive air showers, simulations
of the radio signal are already successfully tested and applied in the reconstruction of cosmic rays. However
the limits of the computational power resources are easily reached when it comes to computing electric fields
at the numerous positions requested by large or dense antenna arrays. In the case of mountainous areas
as e.g. for the GRAND array, where 3D shower simulations are necessary, the problem arises with even
stronger acuity. Therefore we developed a full parametrisation of the emitted radio signal on the basis of
generic shower simulations which will reduce the simulation time by orders of magnitudes. In this talk we
will present this concept after a short introduction to the concept of the radio detection of air-shower induced
by cosmic rays.
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Introduction

Thanks to the development in the digital signal processing, the radio detection of air showers which are induced
by cosmic rays experienced a renaissance in the last decades (Huege 2016). Especially, the results of AERA
on the energy reconstruction of the primary particle (Aab et al. 2016) or LOFAR on the measurement of the
mass composition (Buitink et al. 2016) show that radio detection is nowadays competitive to standard detection
techniques as e.g. fluorescence light. These successes are based on the huge progress in the understanding and
modeling of the radio emission mechanisms of air showers. There are several air-shower simulation programs
on the market. They include modules for the calculation of the corresponding radio emission which differ in
their complexity, but all of them take effects on the radio signal, e.g. due to refractive index, into account.
In the last years their results started to agree with each other as well as they are consistent with radio-signal
measurements under laboratory conditions (Belov et al. 2016) or by air-shower arrays, e.g. see Apel et al. (2015).
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Askaryan eﬀect: E ~ d(ne-np)/dt
→ time variation of net charge excess

Geomagnetic eﬀect: E ~ dnch/dt
→ time dependent transverse current

+modiﬁcation by non-unity refractive index

Fig. 1. Left: The particle components of an air shower Schröder (2017) (modified). Right: The radio-emission
mechanisms of an air shower.

Nevertheless, running simulations for very high-energetic cosmic rays and arrays consisting of hundreds of
antennas, e.g. in case of very large and non-flat arrays, is very CPU-time requesting so that one easily reaches
the limitations of the computational resources. In the context of GRAND (Kotera & Martineau 2017), a sensitivity study shall be performed to find the locations with an enhanced detection rate of neutrino induced
showers, so-called hot spots. This study will consists of running 1 Mio. antennas distributed over 1 Mio. km2 .
Therefore, running massive simulations is not an option.
Within this project, we develop and test a parametrisation of the the radio signal, called radio morphing,
to derive the expected electric field emitted from any air shower which is detected at any antenna position from
one simulated generic shower. This will be performed by a simple scaling of the electric field amplitude and an
interpolation of the pulse shape.
2

Air shower and radio emission

The cascade of ionized particles and electromagnetic radiation in the atmosphere induced by a primary cosmic
particle is also called an extensive air shower. Via a nuclear interaction, a primary particle interacts with a
nucleus of the Earth’s atmosphere and produces secondary particles. These secondaries can be ordered in three
groups: the muonic component consists of muons and neutrinos, the hadronic one of protons, neutrons, nuclear
fragments, neutral and charged pions and kaons, and the electromagnetic component of electrons, positrons and
photons (see fig. 1, left). The geometry of an air shower can be described by following initial shower parameters:
the energy of the primary cosmic particle E with which the number of particles in the shower scales, the angles
θ and φ which describes the direction where the showers goes to, and the injection height h which represents
the vertical height of the first interaction from ground. An observable which can be linked to the mass of the
primary particle initiating the extensive air shower is the atmospheric depth Xmax (given in g/cm2 ) at which
an air shower reaches its maximum particle number in the electromagnetic component. Since the strength of
the emitted radio signal scales linearly with the number of electrons and positrons, Xmax can be seen at first
order also as the position from where the maximum radiation comes from.
The electromagnetic component of this particle shower creates radio emission while propagating through the
Earth’s atmosphere or through a dense medium. Pulses of a length of tens of nanoseconds are produced, varying in amplitude between pulses hidden in the Galactic noise and pulses with amplitudes orders of magnitudes
above it. The signal can be interpreted by two main mechanisms for emission of the signal, and an additional
modification by the air’s refractive index (Huege 2016) (compare to fig. 1, right):
The first, the so-called Askaryan effect (Askaryan 1962, 1965), can be described as a variation of the net
charge excess of the shower in time (q̇). Effectively, the surrounding medium is ionized by the air shower par-

Radio morphing
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Fig. 2. The detection chain of a neutrino with GRAND: radio morphing will substitute the actual simulation of each
induced air shower.

ticles passing through the Earth’s atmosphere and the ionization electrons are swept into the cascade, whereas
the heavier positive ions stay behind. In a non-absorptive, dielectric medium the number of electrons in the
particle front varies in time and therefore the net charge excess in the cascade which develops then a coherent
electromagnetic pulse.
The second mechanism and the dominant emission mechanism in an air shower is the geomagnetic effect (Huege
2016): The secondary electrons and positrons in the shower are accelerated by a geomagnetic field. They are
decelerated due to the interactions with air molecules. In total, this leads to a net drift of the electrons and
~ with q as the particle charge, ~v
positrons in opposite directions as governed by the Lorentz force F = q · ~v × B,
~
as the velocity vector of the shower and B as the magnetic field vector. As these also referred as ”‘transverse
˙ they lead to the emission of electromagnetic
currents”’ vary in time during the air shower development (I),
radiation.
3

Radio morphing

To be more efficient than simply running massive simulations, we are working on a parametrisation of the
radio signal based on the air-shower parameters (see fig. 2), so that the expected electric field emitted from
any air shower which is detected at any position can be derived from one generic shower simulated with a high
~ A (t, xi ) at position
antenna density. In other words the goal can be defined as following: the electric field E
xi emitted from the desired target air shower A with given primary parameters EA , hA , θA , φA can be derived
~ B (t, x) at position x for the simulated generic air shower B with the primary
from the simulated electric field E
parameters EB , hB , θB , φB . This idea is called radio morphing .
Earlier simulation studies already showed that at fixed distances from the shower maximum, the strength
of the radio signal solely depends on E, θ, φ and h of the induced air shower as well as that each of these
parameter dependencies can be parametrised by simple scaling factors (e.g. kE = EA /EB ). Furthermore, each
of these resulting scaling factors is independent from the others: kAB = kE · kθ · kφ · kh .
Based on these results, radio morphing consists of:
• Producing the generic shower B
For the calculation of the radio emission of an air shower, the shower simulation program Aires (Sciutto
1999) and its module for the calculation of the emitted radio signal ZHAireS are used. To achieve the
electric field traces at the antenna positions, the antenna positions for the simulation are arranged in
planes with different distances D to the shower maximum Xmax to account for the dependency of the
air-shower development on the air density.
• Scaling the amplitude of the reference shower A to the desired parameters of the target
~ A (x, t) = kAB · E
~ B (x, t)
shower B: E
For each simulated antenna position, the scaling of the peak amplitudes of the electric field traces is
performed accordingly to the desired shower parameters EA , θA , φA and injection height hA with respect
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to the initial shower parameters EB , θB , φB and hB by multiplying the factor kAB = kE · kθ · kφ · kh .
To account for the impact of the refractive index on the actual radio signal and therefore for another
signal distribution at the specific distance to the shower maximum, the scaling procedure includes as well
a stretching of the antenna positions if needed.
~ A (x, t) →
• 3D interpolation of the electric field trace to the desired antenna position xi : E
~
EA (xi , t)
On the basis of the simulated antenna positions which are organised in planes in specific distances to the
shower maximum, the electric field trace of any antenna positions which lies in-between these planes can
be derived by an interpolation of the full pulse shape. The desired electric field traces are calculated in
the frequency domain where the spectrum can be represented in polar coordinates: f (r, φ) = r · eiφ . The
interpolation is performed by applying a linear interpolation of the amplitude r and the phase φ weighted
with the distance of the desired antenna positions to the simulated antenna positions.
4

Summary

To perform a simulation study for arrays consisting of hundreds of radio antennas, more efficient simulations
are needed. Therefore a parametrisation of the air-shower’s radio emission is currently under development and
testing. Here, the goal is to compute the expected electric field at any position emitted from any air shower on
the basis of a generic air shower as reference which is simulated with a high antenna density. This so-called radio
morphing is based on a pulse scaling depending on the initial shower parameters as well as a 3D interpolation of
the electric field’s pulse shape at any desired antenna position. Due to the gain of a very large amount of time
and costs, this parametrisation will be an extremely powerful method to perform studies on the detection of air
showers via their radio signal. Radio morphing will be finally applied in the sensitivity study for GRAND.
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